
Loneliness Should Never Be an Issue for Us

When we make our King or Father1 the source of all  our needs,  we can move deeper into what he
supplies. Superficially, it’s our physical, financial and health needs we look for, but we all have a need for
genuine love that he can supply.2 

My experience is having my love needs fully met by my Beloved. I do have relationships with others –
my wife, friends and family – that’s not negated here. The situation for me  is that I don’t parasitize others
to draw love from them. Instead, having my love needs met, I can pour Father’s love into others – i.e.
give it away.

Brian Simmons writes insightfully from his own love experiences like this:

“Loneliness affects everyone at some point in time. It doesn’t play fair. Pays no attention to whether
we’re surrounded by people or isolated and alone. Its one goal is to cause us to retreat so far into
ourselves  that  we  become  consumed  with  self  and  cannot  see  the  One  who  extends  the  gift  of
companionship.

In order to see what’s right in front of us, we have to take our eyes off ourselves and fix them on Jesus.
It’s only when we surrender our fear of being alone and unloved that we remember how near he is.
How capable he is of healing our shattered hearts. Of loving us in a way no other person can. Of
making himself so real that we understand exactly what Jesus meant when he said, "I am never alone,
for the Father is always with me".” 3

Your love need can be completely satisfied if you make the effort to allow Father (or Jesus) pour his love
into you. It’s free and there are ‘no strings attached’.
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – You can make a relational attachment to either. It’s your choice to focus on one love, rather than the Trinity. It may be easier that way.
2 – “Everyone Has Access to a Truly Fulfilling Relationship”
       canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Everyone-Has-Access-to-a-Truly-Fulfilling-Relationship.pdf 
3 – Brian Simmons (15-7-2021) “Encounter God's Heart...Never Alone”    [distributed e-newsletter]
      mailchi.mp/broadstreetpublishing/00000-618378?e=3ca23beeed   OR
      us10.campaign-archive.com/?u=8c3eb957a5ad87253d475a511&id=4f9baf02f9 
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